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ABSTRACT 

Mahesh Dattani manages the subject of gender segregation in the play Tara. Dattani is one 

of the play wrights who tested the development of India and the Indians as they have been 

introduced in the cutting edge English theater. This paper is an undertaking to consider the 

gender segregation in a society, the disgracefulness done just on the term of gender and the 

tendency given to a male kid over a female in an Indian family. Tara deals with the tangle 

components of present day metropolitan family in India of Gender division.  

This current paper is a modest undertaking of underestimation of women, as the play flows 

through the conjoined twins of Tara and Chandan and lights up the male tendency over the 

female one. At long last, Tara passed on due to society, not due to her family. Dattani 

uncovered gender issue in a profound way.  

The play portrays inescapability and profound rootedness of male centric values in the 

aggregate awareness of society. These values are disguised by women through the cycle of 

socialization which makes women helpless against segregation and abuse. Women go about 

as an instrument in the possession of man centric society to propagate male centric values. 

The current paper highlights the gender issues in 'Tara' written by Mahesh Dattani. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mahesh Dattani is one of the famous dramatists in Indian English Writing. He is the main 

English language playwright who has the pleasure of winning SahityaAkademiAward for 

different plays in the year 1998. Mahesh Dattani is a Bangalore based producer and film 

director. The subjects of his plays have pulled in the consideration of an incredible number of 

perusers and crowds in theaters. He has attempted to bring shrouded issues of society, for 

example, predicament of women and transgender, gender separation, homosexuality, 

youngster sex misuse and so forth into light through his plays.  

Tara is the third sensational work of Mahesh Dattani. It is one of the Dattani's best cherished 

plays on the planet over, Tara tends to the subject of gender from numerous points of view, 

however not really through commonplace generalizations of 'predisposition against the young 

lady youngster', in spite of the fact that is the by and large acknowledged understanding of 

the play in India. With Dattani, it is never a circumstance that is straightforward, clearing one 

or unequivocally laying the fault on the other. What's more, that is the reason he would want 

to state that this play is more about the 'gendered' self, about recognizing the female side of 

oneself.  

Tara and Chandan are conjoined twins and their division acquires a great deal of bedlam into 

the family. However, it is just the mother and the grandad who were excited about division, 

the dad can likewise be considered capable as he surrendered to the choice of his better half. 

The dad and the mother ought to be the wellspring of unprejudiced nature towards their kids.  

Patel and Bharati neglected to be in the genuine feeling of the term 'parenthood'. They caused 

their kids to endure both mentally and physiologically through the activity. Their insolent 

choice over partition and favoring Chandan over Tara, as to detachment as well as the post-

activity worries that Patel had for Chandan and his instruction caused Tara to feel low and 

unnoticed by her dad. Her life was a penance and she was not even mindful that she was 

making a penance for her sibling. The activity went purposeless as it held just agony and 

languishing.  

Through this play, Dattani revealed unfeeling behavior of society towards the truly 

incapacitated individuals. Dr. Thakkar makes the maltreatment of his calling being the man 

of science and development. This paper is an unassuming undertaking to look at the gender-
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based injustice and how the male given tendency over the female in an Indian family. The 

play deals with the eager parcel of two conjoined twins (at the hip) and the control of their 

mother and grandad uphold the kid youth over the young lady kid.  

Dattani has wisely used the stunned set in the plays. The forte of depiction is striking in his 

play. His characters have all the earmarks of being genuine in light of his significant 

perception of society and human mind research. This is one explanation the gathering of 

onlookers related with his plays. Mahesh Dattani‟s plays have an arrangement and his points 

are of contemporary interest. He has disengaged significant into the human heart and re-made 

character with validity and a sentiment of energy. 

 

GENDER ISSUES IN 'TARA' WRITTEN BY MAHESH DATTANI 

Mahesh Dattani has spoken to the issue of underestimated women in his another play „Tara‟. 

This play shows the victimization of young lady youngster in society. The play opens with 

Dan who is caught up with composing and addresses the crowd legitimately. He is 

composing the play called Twinkle Tara and the play understudy is called Tara and that Tara 

implies star. Chandan reviews the recollections of his adolescence with his sister Tara. Both 

had shared one body which implies that they were conjoined twins. He uncovered the current 

male centric attitude of society which favors a kid youngster to a young lady kid.  

In Mahesh Dattani's plays women guarantee the continuation of custom where men go to 

work. These are cliché gender rules of which Dattanimakes full use. In this play Dattani 

diagrams a prompt clash among a couple with respect to her dad. Bharati likewise looks more 

worried than Patel about Tara's eating regimen and wellbeing. Patel is appeared to be worried 

about Chandan's profession. He needs him to follow his strides. Chandan appears to have 

changed plans and needs to be an essayist while Tara might want to be "Solid, Sound, 

Excellent".  

Indian social orders have consistently a male controlled society discernment. All choices in 

family are taken simply by the senior male of the family. Regardless of whether there is a 

female part who is senior to the male, she isn't given as much authority as the male. Mr. 

Patel's dad in-law, the senior in his family, is an amazing and prosperous lawmaker. He pays-

off the specialist Dr. Thakkar with the assent of a land parcel in Bangalore for his clinic.  
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Dr. Thakkar tumbles from his high status in the society. Rather than taking a correct clinical 

choice of leaving the leg with Tara, he offered his inner voice for the bait to satisfy his 

aspiration. Mr. what's more, Mrs. Patel are cautioned by the specialist that in practically all 

the instances of such kind, one of the twins consistently kicks the bucket by the age of four. 

Monitoring this urgent truth, they cause wrong to the guiltless young lady - youngster Tara. 

Tara successfully fills its sensational need to draw out the hugeness and delicacy of a young 

lady to demonstrate her guts in the realm of male matchless quality. The name Tara 

accurately recommends a star; the youngster is a splendid and a sparkling star that is a 

wellspring of joy for her family. Dan can't have a total life yet for Tara.  

Tara has been appeared as a female character with guts while her sibling has demonstrated 

dull. The dad of the two, in any case, is tense after making sure about the eventual fate of the 

kid. The discussion among Bharati and Chandan mirrors Bharati's anxiety about her girl.  

As the play advances, we see Tara being approached to display her fake leg. In the following 

discourse among Tara and Chandan we are made mindful of part of realities however in 

particular that Bharati obsesses about Tara and Tara shows what she sees as absence of 

enthusiasm for her dad towards her. Roopa makes her re-entrance on the stage and examined 

Tara's leg. Roopa is being paid off by Bharati to be benevolent with Tara. Roopa runs off to 

disclose to her companions that Bharati needs to give her own kidney.  

Patel doesn't favor of it that stimulates fight among a couple and the spouse severe remark 

that her dad's cash was forever Bharati's quality. Bharati herself appears to have parcel of 

affection for Tara and she says, "Love can compensate for a ton." Bharati has been weaving 

sweater for Tara during this discussion and Chandan specifies that she has dropped a fasten.  

During this game-plan, Patel enters and sees Chandan helping his mom with her weaving, 

and this advances his perspectives on gender character. He has just made his arrangements 

for Chandan with respect to his further investigation in abroad. He blames his better half for 

having assumed control over Tara totally and intentionally. The jobs that Patel appears to 

accept that are normal to guys and the jobs that he allocates to women are limitlessly 

extraordinary. For what reason can't Chandan weave, and for what reason can't Tara go to 

office? Furthermore, another prevalent inquiry why are child young ladies executed in our 

nation?  
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Dattani brings up a lot more such issues with respect to gender segregation. The 

demonstration finishes with Tara who is the bone of dispute falling into a dead weak. The 

play presents Male centric framework as multilayered and profoundly established in the 

society. There are numerous variables liable for inclination of kid to young lady kid. These 

components are financial as well as social. In this play, Patel family is both monetarily and 

politically solid. Tara isn't a burden on them monetarily. Still Chandan is favored over Tara 

because of man centric nature of society.  

Tara is captivating in that it utilizes a somewhat far-fetched crack case to reveal the shameful 

acts in the customary Indian family allotted to the young lady kid, a play that remarks on a 

society that treats the kids who share the belly in an unexpected way. As usual, the 

generalization arrives in an agreeable clothing, covering the revolting realities. The Patels, 

apparently resemble the ideal guardians that unique like Tara and Chandan need to endure 

surely they have endured as a result of their devoted guardians. In any case, there are more 

things that should be uncovered.  

Based on the jobs appointed to guys and females, male is agreed higher status than female. 

Patel requests that Chandan uphold him in business and needs Tara to accomplish 

homegrown work. This division of work dependent on sex is one of the underlying drivers of 

gender segregation.  

Dattani attempts to deconstruct this detachment of parts through Tara and Chandan. Chandan 

needs to be where as Tara is slanted to join a vocation like her dad. Women play a significant 

part in sustaining oppression in male centric society. Bharati, as a lady favors Chandan, a 

male youngster during medical procedure. Dr. Thakkar reveals to us that the best test was to 

keep the young lady alive. Also, Patel chooses to come clean with the youngsters. He says 

that each of the three were to be faulted – the grandad, his better half, and himself.  

The twins had three legs and the third leg was taken care of by the young lady's blood 

framework. The odds of the leg's endurance were more prominent with the young lady. 

However, Bharati and her dad had chosen to offer leg to male youngster notwithstanding of 

the danger. Patel couldn't fight unequivocally enough and the specialist was paid off with 

authorization of land in Bangalore by Bharati's ground-breaking government official dad. The 

leg had made due for just two days while it might have been Tara's for a mind-blowing 
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duration. Tara is crushed by this disclosure. We see Chandan saying 'sorry' to Tara in a large 

portion of the lines toward the finish of the play. "Excuse me, Tara Pardon me for making it 

misfortune." The play closes with the spirits of Tara and Dan embracing one another.  

Tara's possibility is relinquished for the sake of gender. Character emergency turns into a 

chain with which a female is binded when the topic of decision among male and female 

emerges. After disappointment of medical procedure, Bharati is loaded with blame as she has 

ruined the life of her little girl. She attempts to beat this sentiment of blame by giving 

extreme love and care to Tara. Her interests are unequivocal when she says, "Yes. I plan for 

her satisfaction. I intend to give her all the adoration and warmth which I can give. It's what 

she… merits. Love can compensate for a ton." 

 

DISCUSSION 

In India, writers of all dialects have written down the wretched predicament of women and 

consequently have raised voices against this uncaring treatment to women. Indian writing in 

English is no special case to this. One thing ought to be noted here that feminism has blended 

reactions from everywhere the world. Feminism has brought forth two inverse mentalities in 

particular favorable to feministic and hostile to feministic demeanor. The essayists who have 

good disposition towards feminism are called supportive of women's activist and the 

individuals who contradict this mentality are assigned as against feministic ideology. Mahesh 

Dattani has a place with the previous classification, for example the author with the 

supportive of feministic mentality.  

So far Mahesh Dattani‟s impression of women is concerned, it is very unpredictable. Truth 

be told, he has no particular plan of feminism to pass on watchers. He attempts to find 

various aspects of ladylike mind. His works portray the consistent fight between the female 

mind and man centric request.  

Tara is the most contacting three-act stage play by Dattani. It presents a story of Siamese 

twins in particular Tara and Chandan. The play sways between the past and the current 

functions. The greater part of the plays of Dattani have family and home as the region. So is 

the situation with Tara. The play Tara, coordinated by Dattani himself, was first proceeded as 

Twinkle Tara at the Chowdiah Dedication Corridor, Bangalore, on 23rd October, 1990 by 
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Playpen Performing Expressions Gathering, which is set up by Dattani. It was later on 

performed under the directorship of AlyquePadamsee as Tara at Sophia Bhabha Corridor by 

Theater Gathering. Bombay, on 9
th

 November, 1991.  

The play Tara gives harsh critique upon gender segregation and powers of social 

unresponsiveness towards treachery done to even a young lady child under the shroud of 

gender division. So it isnot only an anecdote about gender personality nor it is an account of 

clinical marvel. It presents how women are underestimated to the degree of mutilating 

herself.  

The play is, in more extensive sense, a frightful story of unfairness done to a lady by the male 

centric society. Regardless of the progress and advancement in the human field, we are same 

at the base of our brain. The play shows how the fiend of gender separation executes all 

different obligations of familial relationship and socio-social fantasies and shows control and 

develop the concept of the human life. Bharati's adoration for Tara is unadulterated and 

constant, yet her maternal love is underestimated as a lady and her sub-alternity forces her to 

forfeit her maternal love to adapt up to social desires.  

The play, Tara isn't a declaration of Dattani's emotional craftsmanship alone however it is an 

acknowledgment of the intricacy of human relationship in a society where life constrained by 

gender inclination takes its own course. The abhorrences of the constrained agreement and 

man's natural enslavement to social restraints overwhelm the course of life of the apparent 

multitude of significant characters in the play.  

The sibling and sister relationship of Tara and Chandan is an acknowledgment of the 

personality of unmistakable selves working in association in the exhaustive plan of things. 

The psycho-lamentable injury of Chandan after the demise of Tara and his break to London is 

a support to the contention that male and female are not independent substances speaking to 

control and subjection in social request.  

Mahesh Dattani shows how the women are wheezing under the grip of man centric society 

and gender inclination. To assemble reason of solid and unfaltering country, sound 

development of family is exceptionally important as it resembles the block in the reason of 

the country. In addition, family is our first society. In the event that this first network or 
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society exists on lie shows the country, the bigger society, can't endure longer, can't prosper 

and advance.  

The play likewise demonstrates that the male centric social set up additionally denies women 

from increasing financial dependability. Alongside the deplorable story of gender separation, 

a terrible report of material oppression the lady society is additionally woven in the texture of 

the content of the play. Since, Bharati was the lone offspring of her dad; he has passed on 

Tara and Chandan with house in Bangalore. Nonetheless, Tara is prohibited from the estate of 

cash by the grandad. Chandan acquires a ton of cash.  

Dattani sensationalizes the tension of the metropolitan family. There is a feeling of agitation 

among the individuals from Patel family in the play. Tara and Chandan are exposed to 

physical deformation, though Mrs. Bharati Patel is experiencing the infection of delirium. 

There is no familial accord among a couple. Some concealed riddles cast their dull shadows 

upon their lives. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Tara is a wonderful play about gender discrimination. The main work of a writer is to identify 

and present the social problems. Dattani has done his job in a skilful manner. In India, 

females do not get freedom from males. Girls are considered as a family burden because of 

dowry. Tara lost her shine because her family was under the sway of the values of the 

society, which is mainly pro-male. Stars are stable and immortal, Tara is not allowed to shine 

in the world but she always shines in the play. 
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